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Abstract. Theoretical and experimental investigations of metal-jets, produced by
interaction of a plane shock wave with a conical cavity at free surface of metals like
aluminium, copper and mild steel, have been carried out and an attempt has been made
to correlate the jet velocity with shock parameters. The velocity of the jet, obtained
from the cavity of different half angles have been mostly measured with oscillographic
technique. The experimental results agree with theory within experimental variations.
The velocity of the jet increases monotonically with the particle velocity but decreases
with increase in the angle of the cavity.
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1. Introduction
The study of metallic jets, produced either by the effect of shock wave on conical
liner of a metal (Birkhoff et al 1948), or by colliding two metal plates at an angle
(Walsh and Christian 1953), has been carried out on the basis of hydrodynamic flow
of non-compressible and compressible perfect fluids respectively. Some experimental work has also appeared (Mali et al 1974) on the study of jets produced by the
attack of a plane shock wave on a hemispherical eavitymade at the free surface of a
plane metallic target.
In the present paper we have attempted to investigate theoretically and experimentally the characteristics of metallic jets produced bytheinteraction of a plane shock
wave with a conical cavity made at the free surface of the specimen. The aim of this
study is also to show that the velocity of this type of jet, which has so far been used
for penetration and other engineering applications, can be used as a sensing parameter
for measuring shock wave pressures in the metal.

2. Theoretical study
Theoretical treatment of interaction of plane shock wave with a conical free surface
of a metal is based on the assumptions that the release of shock wave pressure at the
free surface makes it expand adiabatically and the magnitude of the shock wave
pressure is such that the yield strength of the metal can be neglected. Under the
influence of such a high pressure, the metal behaves like a perfect fluid (Zeldovich
and Raizer 1966). The shock wave interacting with the cavity will also be considered
to be plane and uniform throughout the process of collapse of the cavity.
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To formulate the problem we consider a cyelindrieal target of metal, one face of
which is completely plane and other is made to have a small conical cavity of half
angle ~ in its centre. The plane face is loaded with a shock wave of velocity Us,
particle velocity Up and pressure/1, such that it propagates parallel to the axis of
the cavity. When the shock wave reaches the cavity, the metal from the conical-free
surface falls symmetrically to the axis and forms a high velcocity jet in the forward
direction.
To determine the velocity of a free surface point due to the interaction of shock,
it is noted that all the free surface points are acted upon by two-velocity components
on the arrival of shock wave. Firstly, the shook wave imparts the free surface
points a velocity Up as it does to the particles in the interior of the metal in the direction parallel to the axis of the cavity. Secondly, the release of hydrostatic pressure
of the shock wave causes them to move with velocity Um perpendicular to the conicalfree surface. The velocity attained by a free surface particle due to release of shock
pressure has been shown to be given by the relation (Walsh and Christian 1955)
]1/2

(i)

In this expression Pt and V1 denote the pressure and specific volume behind the
shock front and V0 is the specific volume of the metal ahead of the shock front. If
Cp is the specific heat and am is the thermal coefficient of volume expansion of the
metal, then B is given by the relation
=

CplVo a m .

(2)

It has also been shown that Um is approximately equal to the partiele velocity Up
at low shock pressures and becomes inereasingly greater at higher shock pressures.
In order to obtain the velocity and direction of collapse of the free surface we compound two velocities Up and Urn. As the angle between these velocities is (90 -- a)
the resultant free surface velocity UI, therefore, is given by the relation.
U~ = U ~ + Upz + 2Urn Up sin a.

(3)

Further, if the initial direction of this motion is given by an angle 00 with the free
surface AB (figure 1), then simple geometrical analysis of this figure yields,
tan(0 0 - a ) =

Us cosa

.

(4)

Up + Umsm~
If Up = U,, the above relations simplify to give
U~ ~ U 2 [2 (1 + sin a)],
P

and

0o= (r/4) q-

(5)
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Figure 1. Half-plane section of a cylindrical target having conical cavity at the free
surface, a. Collapse of free surface of conical cavity under plane shock loading in
laboratory co-ordinates, b. Flow of metal into cavity in moving co-ordinates.
Let us now consider the flow of metal through a small annular element of free surface
having width AL and distance r 0 from the axis of the cavity. Since the flow of the
medium behind the free surface is considered to be continuous and incompressible,
the free surface of the annular ring, therefore experiences an increase in velocity as
it proceeds to converge at the axis. This increase in velocity of the free surface
comes from the condition that the mass of the element under consideration is con.
served and the collapsing metal is incompressible. When motion is purely radial,
the velocity of the free surface increases in direct proportion with the ratio of radii
ro/r where r o is the initial radius of the element and r is the variable radius of the
liner surface of the moving metal. If the width of the annular ring is of infinitesimally small magnitude, then the motion of the element can be considered to
be nearly simultaneous and one can assign an initial velocity UI to the entire
width of the element.
To simplify the problem we consider this motion as composed of two components,
namely Us cos (00 -- a) and U~, sin (00 -- a) parallel and perpendicular to the axis
respectively. Since we have assumed the shock wave, traversing the cavity to
be uniform and of constant pressure (unattenuated), the component of velocity
Us cos (00 -- a) remains invariant with time for the element under consideration as
well as for any other such element of the conical free surface.
The motion of all such symmetrical elements, therefore, when viewed in a frame of
reference moving with velocity Uy cos (00 -- a) along the axis, becomes radial. As
the fluid is assumed to be perfect and incompressible, the radial flow can,
therefore, be analysed by the application of the principles of a sink. The velocity
UI sin (0 o -- a) increases as it approaches the axis and its final value V~ in moving
frame is given by the relation
= r_0
r

sin (00 -

(6)
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where r 0 is the initial radius of the free surface element under consideration and r is
the radius of the sink, which is the radius of the metaUie jet formed at the axis in the
present case.
The velocity of the jet formed from the annular portion of the free surface in
laboratory coordinates, therefore, is obtained as follows:
Vj = r-° UI sin (00 - a) + UI cos (00 - ~).

(7)

r

To generalise the solution for other elements of the cavity we note that the continuous flow of mass into the cavity during the process of collapse fills and flattens the
apex of the cavity which increases the value of radius r. Thus the portions of the
cavity having larger values of r 0 also have larger values of r and therefore, one, can
assign an average value, which is to be determined experimentally, to r/r o in the
expression of the jet velocity. In such a ease since the jet velocity depends only on
the particle velocity in the compressed metal and. the half angle of the cavity the
the expression for jet velocity, therefore, can be written as
=

u.,

(8)

where K(a) is a constant and depends on the half angle of the cavity only at low shock
pressures as shown in figure 2.
The main features of the flow resulting from the collapse of a conical-free surface
by plane shock wave can now be obtained by examining equation (1) to (8). It is
evident from (5) that the collapse velocity Us at low shock pressure mainly depends on
the angle of the cavity ~ and particle velocity Up behind the shock front in the metal.
It, however, does not explicitly depend on the physical properties of the metal. It
further shows that Uf-----2Up for a = 9 0 ° and 00=90°; and U f : ~/2 Up for a = 0 and
00-----45°. The former conclusion has been widely used to study compression of metals
by shock waves (Walsh and Christian 1955; Rice et al 1958). The initial direction of
collapse, although weakly depends on the strength of the shock wave at high pressures
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Figure 2. Variation of constant of proportionality (K) between jet and particle velocity with half angle of the cavity (a).
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but is completely determined by the angle of the cavity at low shock pressures. In
strong shock waves, since the jet velocity is independent of material properties, it is
expected that the cavities of equal angles in two different metals will produce jets of
equal velocities if the pressure of shock waves induced in the metals is such that both
the metals possess equal particle velocities behind their shock fronts.
The correlation between jet and particle velocity, as given in (8) further shows
that the velocity of the jet can be used as a sensing parameter for experimental
measurement of shock pressure in a metal whose equation of state is known in the
form of a linear relation, such as
U~ = a + b Up.

(9)

To accomplish this, one determines jet velocity experimentally and substitutes it in
relation (8) to get the particle velocity behind the shock front. Making use of (9)
and the jump condition.
P = p0 v, up,

(10)

where Po is the density of uncompressed metal, one then readily obtains the shock
velocity and the shock pressure. It is clear from relation (7) and its graphical
representation in figures 2 and 3 that if the angle of the cavity is fixed, the variation of
jet velocity is directly proportional to the particle velocity. However, if the particle
velocity induced by shock wave is fixed; then the jet velocity increases with decreasing angle of the cavity.
It is important to note that the magnitude of the angle is to be adjusted in such a
way that the pressure of the shock wave is not attenuated by any rarefaction wave
which is generated at the time of collapse of the free surface of the conical cavity
behind the shock front. In the absence of such a condition, different parts of the
free surface collapse with different velocities and this variation in collapse velocities
introduces velocity gradient throughout the length of the jet. Although the tip of
the jet still moves with the predicted velocity, the type of jet thus produced eventually
.
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Figure 3. Variation of jet velocity (Vj) with particle velocity (Up) for a cavity of half
angle ~ = 30°.
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breaks up into the particles during flight. In order to have a continuous and
coherent jet which possesses a good penetrating capability and facilitates the accurate
measurement of its velocity, particularly when such a measurement is carried out by an
electrical method, one has to keep the angle of cavity greater than a critical angle.
This angle has been defined here as the angle of the cavity which makes the velocity
of rarefaction wave equal to that of the shock wave along the free surfa~ of tke
cavity.
If the shock wave moves parallel to the axis of cavity with velocity Us, then the rate
at which it sweeps the free surface of the cavity of half angle a becomes Us see a.
The velocity of rarefaction wave in a direction making an angle a i with the direction
of mass flow however, is given by the rdation

(ll)

C 1 = Up cos a 1 + [C 2 -- Uv, sin2 ax]l/2,

where C is the sound velocity in the metal compressed by the shock wave.
If a 1 is the critical angle and a = a 1 then
C1 =

U 3 scc al~

and this transforms (11) as
U~ see

ai

= Up cos

ai

(12)

+ [C s -- O~ sinz ai]x/s.

This relation can be further simplified to give

cos

u,

03)

'~1 - C~ _ V~ + 2 U, U,,

The critical angles, obtained from (13) for various shock pressures induced in
different metals have been listed in table 1. Variation of this angle with Up/U, ratio
is shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Variation of critical angle (at) of cavity with particle to shock v¢lovity
ratio (Up/Us)in aluminium.
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Table 1. Shock parameters and critical angle of the cavity.
Metal

Critical
Pr~suro
Particle S h o c k Sound
shock Compression anglo of
velocity velocity velocity
the
mm/~ec mm/t~ec mm/t~sec wave
ratio
cavity
kbar

Up~Us
ratio

Aluminium

0'3
0"5
1"0
1"5
2"0
2"5

6"023
6"243
6"794
7"345
7"896
8"447

6"030
6"233
6"682
7"068
7"407
7"712

48"999
84"655
184"253
298"795
428"279
572"710

1"052
1"087
1-173
1"257
1"330
1"420

17"521
21"10
26"00
2~41
29"588
30-166

0'0498
0"0801
0"1472
0'2042
0"2533
0"2959

Copper

0"3
0"5
1.02
1"5
2"0

4.387
4.684
5.459
6.173
6.918

4"498
4.840
5.663
6.373
7"087

117.519
209.163
497-220
826.940
1235"554

1"073
1"119
1.230
1.321
1"407

23"180
27.436
32.790
35.065
36-416

0"0684
0'1067
0.1868
0.2429
0"2891

Mild stool

0"3
0"5
0"9
1"5
2"0

4"150
4"534
5"302
6"454
7.414

4"394
4"919
5"952
7"505
8.828

97"732
177"959
374"580
759"950
1163.998

1.078
1"124
1'204
1"303
1"369

27"035
31"850
37'074
41"150
43"244

0"0723
0"1103
0"1697
0"2324
0"2697

3. Experimental study
The velocity of the metallic jet produced by the interaction of a plane shock wave with
conical cavity made at the free surface of the target has been measured. Although
oscillographic technique has been mainly used to obtain jet and particle velocity data,
some experiments have also been carried out with radiographic and photographic
techniques to confirm the results of the pin oscillographic technique (POX) and to
provide additional information such as shape, diameter, and the length of jet before
break up.

4. Oscillographic measurements
The measurement of jet veloc!ty by oscillographic technique is based on puncturing
of a thin insulation between two aluminium foil probes connected to an energised
resistance capacitance (R-C) network as shown in figure 5. The penetration of the
metallic jet in the probe provides a shorting contact which actuates the R-C circuit
to generate a sharp voltage pulse of a short duration. This pulse is transmitted to the
deflection plates of the cathode ray tube (eRr) of a high velocity oscilloscope directly
through a coaxial cable of low characteristic impedenee. To avoid the reflection of
the event pulse derived from the R-C network, the cable is properly terminated at the
input of the oscilloscope. The high velocity oscilloscopes used in these experiments
have characteristics somewhat similar to those used by Buchanan et al (1958). Along
with the event pulses some calibrating pulses, generated by a crystal-controlled
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oscillator, are also superimposed on the timebase of the oscilloscope and recorded on
a high speed film. The time resolution of this recording system is of the order of
10 nsec.

5. Experimental set-up
A typical experimental set-up used for measuring jet velocity with oscillographic
technique is shown in figure 6. It consists of an in-contact pack of a cylindrical metal
plate, an explosive pad and a plane wave shaper. The metal plate is generally of
thickness 1.5 ern and diameter 7.6 cm. One face of this plate is plane and the other is
provided with a conical cavity of half angle ranging from 0-75 ° in the centre. The
base diameter of the cavity has been varied but its depth has been kept constant as
8 ram. The axis of the cavity is always maintained normal to the plane face of the
metal plate.
A wave-shaping device, consisting of baratol (70:30) and RDX/TYr(60:40) explosive,
generates a plane detonation wave in the explosive pad. The detonation wave, when
impinges upon the metal plate, in turn induces a plane shock wave in the plate which
propagates in a direction normal to the plane face of the metal. The dimensions of the
cavity have been made much smaller than those of the target plate to avoid the effect
of lateral rarefaction waves and to attain the conditions of uniform shock wave
throughout the collapse of the cavity.
The plane shock wave, on interacting with the cavity, produces a fast moving
metallic jet. In order to record the arrival times of the tip of the thin jet at different
positions, specially designed aluminium foil probes have been kept at predetermined
distances in the path of the jet. These probes are mounted on perspex carriers of
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7.62 cm dia. and 3 mm thickness having a hole of 20 mm dia in its centre which is aligned
with the axis of the cavity. A single aluminium probe is made up of two aluminium
foils, each of 0.025 mm thickness, and an insulating PVC adhesive tape of 0.075 mm
thickness kept in between them. A minimum of five such probes have been kept in
the path of the jet to record its time of arrival at different positions up to about 40 mm
distance from the base of the cavity. All probes were separated from each other by a
distance of about 8 to 12 mm. The distance between first probe and the free surface
of the target was, however, maintained more than the depth of the cavity.
The trigger pulse for the oscilloscope has, generally, been derived from the explosive and the pulses, indicating the jet arrival timings, have been recorded on 10/~see
sweep in most of the experiments. The sweep was calibrated with markers of 0.5k~ see
time interval.

6. Results and discussion

A typical oscillographic record, obtained from this experimental set-up, is shown in
figure 7. Analysis of such records yields time of arrival of the jet at predetermined
locations of the probes. Time-distance data, obtained from records of about five
similar experiments, have been used to obtain the average jet velocity at one particular
shock velocity. Though the time taken by the jets of different velocities to penetrate
a single probe is very small, it has been determined by measuring the time consumed
in penetration of a pack of a number of such probes. The difference of time of
penetration of such a pack of probes by jets of different velocities, however, has not
been found more than the experimental variations. Corrections of equal time of
penetration, therefore, has been applied in all the time measurements.
Shock waves of different pressures have been generated in the targets of aluminium,
copper and mild steel by detonating charges of RDX/TNT (60 : 40), TNT and baratol
(70 : 30) explosive in their contact. The shock and particle velocities, in different
metals by these explosives, have been measured in a separate set of experiments.
In some of the experiments, however, the shock and particle velocities have been
measured along with the jet velocity to confirm the values of these parameters obtained
in separate set of experiments. The experimental results of jet and particle velocities for 30° half angle of the cavity in different metals, have been graphically presented along with theoretical values in figure 3. It shows that the jet velocity is a monotonically increasing function of particle velocity. As the values of jet velocities,
obtained for different metals fall on the same curve, therefore, one can conclude
from this graph that the relationship between jet and particle velocity in the present
range of shock pressures does not depend on the physical properties of the metal.
The length and shape of the jet from a mild steel cavity has been obtained in radiographic and framing camera records as shown in figures 9 and 10. The jet velocity
determined from radiographic records for mild steel is found to be 3-5 mm//~sec at
a particle velocity of 0.68 mm//~sec. The framing camera records have shown the
velocity of copper jets to be 5.22 mm/~sce at particle velocity of 0.92 mm//~sec.
These results confirm the results obtained by oscillographic technique in these metals.
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7. Comparison of theory with experiment
Experimental determination of jet veloci,~y at various shock pressures reveals, in
agreement with theoretical conclusion of relation (8), that if the angle of the cavity
is not changed, then the velocity of the jet increases linearly with particle velocity
induced by the shock wave in the metal. The constant K(a) of relation (8), determined experimentally through measurements of jet velocity at single known particle
velocity, yields the theoretical relation between jet and particle velocity which has
been found experimentally to hold at other particle velocities investigated. The variation of this constant with angle of the cavit3 has been found linear as shown in figure 2.
It has also been concluded theoretically that the velocity of the jet, obtained from
the shock of a particular particle velocity, increases as the angle of the cavity
decreases. This conclusion has also beer found in agreement with experiment as
shown in figure 2. It is important to note taat the variation of jet velocity with radius
of the hemispherical cavity, experimentall:r obtained by Mali et al (1974), also leads
one to a similar conclusion.
In another set of experiments, metal jets have been produced from fiat-ended
cylindrical cavities of 5 mm diameter and 6 mm depth in aluminium targets of
1.5 cm thickness and 7.62 cm diameter. An explosive charge of RDX/rNV (60 : 40)
having 7.62 cm diameter and 5 em length was detonated in contact with the target
to generate a plane shock wave which moves parallel to the axis of the cavity with a
velocity of 7.48 mm//~sec. The velocity of the jet, produced by the interaction of
this wave with cylindrical cavity, has been measured as 11.26 mm//zsec with oscillographic technique. Theoretically the velocity of the jet for ~ = 0 however, has been
calculated to be 11.8 mm//~sec. This difference in measured and calculated values
of jet velocity is accounted for by the slow motion of the plane-free surfaee available
at the bottom of the cylindrical cavity. Some mass of the metal moves out of this
surface before jet formation and later forms the front part of the jet. The combination of slow moving mass, ejected from a plane-free surface, and the fast moving jet,
formed later by the collapse of the lateral surface of the cavity, finally results in overall
reduction of velocity.
An interesting feature of these metal jets, produced with RDX/TNT charge and 30°
half angle of the cavity in mild: steel and copper, can be observed from their radiographic and framing camera pictures shown in figures 8 and 9. It is evident that the
tip of the copper jet travels more distance than that of mild steel before break-up.
The possible explanation for this type of behaviour can be sought in terms of the
velocity gradient along the length of the jet. Table 1 clearly shows that the critical
half angle of the cavity for a particle velocity of 1.01 mm//~seo which is produced by
RDX/T~Crcharge in mild steel is greater than 30° which was the half angle of the cavity
for producing the jet of figure 8. This jet is, therefore, expected to have large velocity gradient along its length. In the case of copper however, the half angle of the
cavity for getting jet of figure 9 was kept as 30° which was nearly equal to the critical
angle calculated for the corresponding particle velocity in copper. The velocity
gradient in the copper jet is, therefore, smaller than that of a mild steel jet. This
makes the tip of the copper jet to travel comparatively a longer distance before getting elongated to a maximum length particularly when the initial velocities of mild
steel and copper jets are comparable.
If the metal in the jet is assumed to be in the solid state, one can expect the copper

Figure 8.

(b)

Radiographic records showing length and shape of jet in mild steel.

(a)

Figure 7. A typical oscillographic record of pin oscillographic technique showing pulses at the time of shorting the
foil probes by the jet from copper target plate.
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jet to have travelled a longer distance due to its higher ductility, even if the velocity
gradient in jets o f two metals is the same. The justification for assuming the jet
material to be in the solid state stems from the fact that the temperature of the shock
wave is below the melting temperature o f the metal in present range o f pressure.
Further the mass flow during collapse of the metal is subsonic and as such there is no
loss o f kinetic energy during compression near the point o f collision (Cowan and
Holtzraan 1963).
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